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appears. Poland has a major potential in terms of biogas. According to the EC 
report REFUEL, we possess approximately 12% of the biomass energy 
resources of  Europe. Yet we are still unable to exploit them effectively. The 
lack of technological support from leading research centres in Poland renders 
the problems even more acute. Capital intensity continues to play the most 
prominent role. Considerable financial outlays combined with the prolonged 
payback period will remain the principal problems until the production of 
components required in the construction of biogas power plants increases. 
Moreover, the long-term benefits a future investor may gain have not been 
defined yet. And despite the fact that documents prepared by the Ministry of 
the Economy in the form of The Guide for Investors Interested in Constructing 
Farm Biogas Power Plants have dispelled a great deal of doubts, there is still a 
gap in the market. Even though each work on the subject is of great help, it 
does not provide ready-made solutions. It is necessary to make further 
attempts and develop practical models for such innovative solutions.  
Every investment is a new challenge, a new perspective, and following 
the words of Steve Jobs, sometimes it is worthwhile to take greater risk in 
order to rise above the standards. Let us remember that … the people who are 
crazy enough to think they can change the world are the ones who do357.  
 
J. Paweł Gieorgica358 
 
14. The market and work conditions under the pressure  





The aim of this article is to discuss some of the important aspects of the 
forming of the Polish model of capitalism using the case of the Biedronka 
discount store chain. The example shows that at the early stages of its 
development the Polish model of capitalism was based on the premises of the 
optimization of the benefits of an easy access to a large market share, 
availability of cheap labour  and  a  quick accumulation and retention of capital 
                                                          
357 A passage from the Apple commercial “Think different” from 1997. 
358 Siedlce University of  Natural Sciences and Humanities, Faculty of Economic and Legal Sciences 
University of Siedlce, Poland. 
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for the purpose of reinvestment and business expansion to avail oneself of the 
competitive advantage of being the monopolist. It was in that period of time, 
when Biedronka quickly gained the status of the largest private employer. It 
was also then when Biedronka achieved high profitability thanks to the 
preferential tax policies of the Polish government.  The situation in which  
foreign firms are given the opportunity to avoid paying taxes which results in 
creating an uneven market position amongst  domestic and  foreign firms 
presents a serious problem throughout Europe and  is difficult to overcome.  
On the eve of the parliamentary elections in Poland and the expected change 
in the political scene the article aims at presenting new propositions of  
regulations regarding the inflowing foreign capital and looks at some 
difficulties in regard to the implementation of the proposed solutions.  
In the midst of  Poland's 2015 parliamentary elections the interest of 
the internet users was aroused by a post on Twitter by Radek Sikorski, the 
recently dismissed Speaker of the House, and a former minister of Foreign 
Affairs. It reads: "I apologize for putting forth a motion to honour the largest 
private employer in Poland. Mea culpa". In a country where it is generally 
accepted that the representatives of any political power or formation never 
apologize for anything that they have done, such an ironic form of  convoluted 
apology brought about many various commentaries posted on the internet.  
Some of the writers wanted to view this as yet another attack  on  private 
capital. Others perceived it as an attempt to call attention to and to 
underscore the important role that is taken on by  foreign capital in the overall 
growth of capitalism in this peripheral country. Those of leftist persuasions 
were convinced that it did not happen by  mere chance, but that it constituted  
part of a broader economic concept of  the imperative subordination of  Polish 
workers and  Polish producers to the foreign owner and salesman, who did 
not toil in producing the goods, but made a large profit on sales, was excused 
from paying taxes and on the top of it all was recognized and awarded a 
distinguished  award by the government.  
The incident has raised some questions.  Was it fair and was it right to 
honor the Portugese capitalist Pedro Pereira da Silva - Chief Operations Officer 
at Jeronimo Martins Group & Country Manager at Jeronimo Martins Poland & 
Portugal  - otherwise known as the Biedronka discount store chain in Poland,  
who, at least for some people, carried the image of a swashbuckling notoriety, 
with the Order of Merit of the Republic of Poland? 
The Order of Merit of the Republic of Poland that was awarded to da 
Silva, is generally awarded by the President of Poland  to foreigners or Poles 
who reside abroad for distinguished contribution to international cooperation 
or cooperation between Poland and other countries. Although, amongst the 
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recipients are people like Stephane Antiga, the French coach of the Polish 
volleyball representation and Bronislaw Misztal, the current Polish 
Ambassador to Portugal and the instigator of the idea of granting the award,  
there are not many commonly recognized persons from the economic sphere.  
Nevertheless, the Order of Merit for the Chief of Biedronka was based 
on the motion made by the now former Minister of Foreign Affairs and 
formally approved by the now former President of Poland. All this was 
accompanied by the seemingly interests-less, but without a doubt measurable 
in effects, promotional campaign lead by the now departing ruling party with 
the Prime Minister, clearly in the lead.  It is interesting that the policy of 
awarding a distinguished award to a foreign businessman did not make the 
headlines of the parliamentary campaign as yet another bone of contention. 
After the issue was brought to light by the media, the current Minister of  
Foreign Affairs, Grzegorz Schetyna, although not enthusiastic about the entire 
matter, but also not opposed to it, did not see anything wrong with honoring the 
controversial businessman with the Order of Merit. His official justification of the 
award was that: "Biedronka  is... a company with strong ties to Poland (starting 
with 1995, the company had invested over 10 billion PLN) and it strongly impacts 
out daily existence, therefore: such a gesture should be assessed without 
animosity and exaggeration". However, speaking diplomatically, both ministers 
- the former and the current- appear to be lacking familiarity with the policy 
regarding the development of the "Polish Capitalism" that was implemented 
by the ruling  and now departing party. A policy which appears to be perceived 
as controversial by many and for a number of years359. And in that sense the 
"Biedronka matter" writes itself into the discussion that was initiated by T. 
Piketty on the issue of  the broader spectrum of the effects of the considerable 
role of the capital (especially the foreign capital) within the contemporary 
finansialized economy360. 
The business group Jeronimo Martins bought Biedronka as a start-up 
company in 1998 from the Polish "Al Capone" and today's billionaire  
                                                          
359 The award ceremony, which took place in August of 2015, was of a small and intimate character 
at the request of the beneficiary. The issue of the controversial behaviour by Biedronka on the Polish 
market during the first few years of its market activity in Poland was well descibed by Joanna 
Napieraj- Berlinska of the Łódź University Faculty of Management, in the article titled "Human 
Resource policy of the Biedronka chain of groceries discount stores (Polityka Personalna sieci 
dyskontów spożywczych Biedronka), published on the Internet in 2005 and quickly removed soon 
thereafter. A large portion of labour relations problems that were presented within the article has 
not been resolved to date.  One can familirize oneself with the nature of these problems via the 
website of the Association "Stop Exploitation" (Stowarzyszenie Stop Wyzyskowi - Biedronka), 
http://www.facebook.com?Stowarzyszenie-Stop-Wyzyskowi-Biedronka-439280996131479/ 
360 T. Piketty (2014), Capital in the Twenty-First Century, Harvard University Press, 
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M. Świtalski. Back then Biedronka was made up of 240 poor quality discount 
stores and it was difficult to refer to it as a "Chain".  Today, Biedronka employs 
over 55 thousand employees in its 2600 large-surface supermarkets with 
annual sales of 35 billion PLN . When considering that the value of the retail 
market in Poland is estimated at about 650 billion PLN  with the food market 
amounting to about 243 billion361, Biedronka's market share, as the largest 
private employer and the second largest company in Poland, although not a 
monopoly yet, appears to be quite handsome. The result of the PMR research 
shows that the arrival to Poland of foreign companies brought about 
significant changes  in regard to both trading and employment. The large-
surface super and hypermarkets and the discount stores control more than 
50% of the grocery market in Poland. The market share of small grocery stores 
went on shrinking to reach less than 50% in 2014. It is estimated by Roland 
Berger that by 2018, the market share of small grocers will bet about 28%.,and 
the share of the discount stores will grow from 22% up to about 31%, and 
within this the share of supermarkets will increase from 20% up to 28%.  
 
Figure 14.1  
The current and forecasted market share (%) of the supermarket of the food retail market  




Source: Raport PMR(2015). Quoted. 
 
The Acquisition of  Biedronka proved to be a well-aimed investment. It 
was progressing in a very promising way from the world go.  As a matter of 
fact, it was doing so well that Louis Maral, second to da Silva, grand manager 
                                                          
361 "Handel detaliczny artykułami spożywczymi w Polsce 2015. Analiza rynku i prognozy rozwoju na 
lata 2015-2020". Raport PMR, lipiec 2015. (Retail trade of edible goods in Poland in 2015. Analysis 
and forecast for the years 2015-2020". Raport PMR, July 2015.  
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of Biedronka himself invested 120 million PLN in a wholesale business under the 
name of Eurocash which quickly gained second place, to the retailer Biedronka, in 
the market of the fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) that are sold at a low price 
by minimal wage sales people. In 2005, Biedronka had already 700 discount stores 
and employed over 11 thousand workers.  However, the true surge of Biedronka’s 
occurred in 2011. During the subsequent four years Biedronka continued to grow. 
In Warsaw alone, there were 15 new stores added annually on  average and the 
owner began to think about changing strategy tomwards the more  focusing on  
affluent client in bigger cities.  Currently, the company plans to open about 400 
new stores with the floor surface between 600-950 square meters and to invest 
approximately 700-800 million Euro to create a new category of the food retail 
store called "dis-convenience" - which is to be a hybrid between the discount and 
the local mini-delicatessen stores.  
The key contribution by Da Silve in terms of mass creation of jobs within 
a job market with the oversupply of cheap labour has not been fully 
appreciated. Perhaps, because of the fact that this important indicator of the 
efficiency of the economy was somewhat forgotten with the economic boom. 
Moreover, it is questionable, whether the jobs, which  first disappeared and 
then were recreated by Biedronka provide the basis for a secondary 
reproduction? Certainly not. If there was no Biedronka, there would be, 
without a doubt, somebody else with comparable capital and the ability to 
create cheap-labour jobs, availing itself of the benefits of the preferential 
public policy toward foreign capital and foreign companies, which have been 
unmatched, anywhere in the European Union, access to special economic 
zones and competitively lower than other entities' rates of the PIT income tax 
(1.2%). The inflow of foreign capital brought about other costs like the 
consolidation of the peripheral position of Poland within the world market. 
Evidently, the relatively large Polish retail market (over three times larger than 
the Portuguese market) still offers some basic reserves in terms of growth.  
Due to lower earning levels in Poland, the purchases in chain discount stores 
such as Biedronka are three times lower, in terms of cash spent, than in 
Western Europe.  Perhaps, this is why the core of the critique of the opponents 
is focused on the lower level of taxes being paid to the state budget by the 
foreign discount stores. In 2013, the owner of Biedronka paid to the State 
Treasury 302,3 million PLN in taxes. This constituted about 1% of the sales 
revenue. It does not offer much comfort when contrasting this with the fact 
that other - some of the largest, retail chains in Poland practically pay no taxes 
from the origin of their economic activity in Poland applying the practice of 
the aggressive optimization which is based on employing the legal loopholes 
to avoid paying taxes.  For instance, the German store Kaufland paid zero in 
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the Corporate Income Tax (CIT) and the lawyers of the French chain Carrefour 
were even able to secure 14 million PLN  as CIT refund. CIT does not constitute 
a significant source of income for the Polish Treasury.  
For instance, in accordance with  Polish law a limited partnership (LP) 
company is not a payee of income tax. The foreign capital firms make  great 
use of that legal provision to move their profits out of Poland, notabene, such 
practice is not only particular to Poland. The problem of tax evasion and the 
imbalance between the domestic and the global foreign companies is 
becoming more pervasive in Europe and it is also more seriously treated by 
the EU, but it affects Poland  and our region in a particular way. A half of the 
foreign capital companies doing business in Poland (with the exception of the 
financial sector) have declared that their economic activity does not generate 
profit. Therefore, they are not mandated to pay CIT362. According to various 
data the size of the CIT tax loophole in Poland, which includes all that is not 
paid to the treasury in the form of taxes, is estimated  at somewhere between 
10-46 billion PLN annually.  In 2008 the CIT share in GDP accounted for 2.7% 
annually. In 2014, it went down to 1.7% accounted within this is also the 
decrease in the payment of CIT by the SMEs.  
According to, A. Arendarski, the Head of the National Chamber of 
Commerce in Poland, the size of the phenomenon of the evasion of CIT is 
currently so great that it affects the functioning of the entire market and 
demoralizes the so called "good" - honest, tax payers.  To stay afloat and to 
effectively compete within the market, the domestic companies begin to engage 
in the same tax evasion practices or stand the risk of going out of  business. Such 
practices lead to entering into alliances between the employer associations and 
the political parties that are currently in the opposition. It is promoted under such 
slogans like economic patriotism or the rebirth of the Polish economic identity 
and not under the banners of the left-wing parties.  Still, the aim is the same, it is 
to lobby for equality and against the discrimination of the domestic economic 
entities, to get rid of the inequality of rights and to establish and secure market 
conditions under which domestic and foreign companies will be able to 
compete on an even footing (doing away with numerous privileges granted to 
the foreign entities i.e. authoritatively granted tax exemptions)363. 
                                                          
362 A. Gromada, T. Janyst, K. Golik, "Kapitał Zagraniczny w Polsce: czy jesteśmy gospodarką poddostawcy?" 
(Foreign Capital in Poland: are we the economy of the undersupplier?) Fundacja Kaleckiego 2015. 
363 Koalicja Polskich Przedsiębiorców i Handlowców, podpisała z Polska Razem - Zjednoczona Prawica, 
"Porozumienie na rzecz polskiej przedsiębiorczości" (The Coalition of the Polish Entrepreneuers and 
Traders and the Poland Together - The United Right-Wing Parties entered into the Agreement for the 
Polish Entrepreneurship"), http://www.debata.olsztyn.pl/images/Porozumienie.pdf(9X2015), oraz 
http://wyborcza.biz/biznes/1,100896,16446179,Dyskonty_wykanczaja_male_sklepy_Kaczynski_szykuje.
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Therefore the key contributors of CIT are the state own enterprises, 
alias strategic companies in which the State is the key shareholder.  However, 
it must  be noted that all things considered, Biedronka is a relatively solid payer 
of taxes - the largest - amongst the foreign companies. What is then the 
relation between the CIT paid to the state treasury and  the profits?  It is not 
well known because the discount companies guard the profit data very 
diligently and pay no revenue tax (it has been replaced by  VAT since 2003).  
However, it can be somewhat estimated on the basis of the revenue of the 
Biedronka "Twin" - the Eurocash where the revenue reported for 2014, was 
16.9 billion PLN with the profit at the operations level of 100 million PLN. 
Biedronka can pride itself on a revenue twice that level (increase in 2014 by 
9%). Biedronka's profit is estimated at about 6%., (The Polish chain PSS 
“Społem” shows a profit at about 1%, while the profitability of other Polish 
franchise chains does not go over 0.7%)364. 
 
Figure 14.2 
Polish Budget Revenue from CIT (2008-2014) 
 
Tax due (billion PLN)                                              Share of CIT in GDP (%) 
 
 
Source: Ministry of the Treasury. 
 
It is obvious that the growth of a dependent economic system, that is 
characterized by low labour costs, and low value added production  that is 
blended with a leaking tax system, particularly when it gets to the privileged 
foreign investors and entrepreneurs will be visibly and inescapably impacted 
negatively by all these conditions.  Particularly, when comparing it with other 
counterpart countries from the point of the developmental dynamics and 
                                                          
html#ixzz3o5aLPn20 http://wyborcza.biz/Firma/1,101618,18994193, ministerstwo-finansów-ostro-
zabralo-sie-za-walke-z-unikaniem.html#ixzz3o5r3yFSa (08.08.2014). 
364 http://www.dziennikpolski24.pl/artykuł/8180188, rodzimi-sklepikarze-i-producenci-chca 
wspolnie-odbic-polski-handel,id,t.html?cookie=1 (24.09.2015). 
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market competetivenes. Moreover, the prolonged situation of preferential 
treatment of the foreign capital may result in a further decrease of the budget 
revenue with further economic growth occurring at the expense of the already 
heavily in debt budget.  
The financial experts call attention to the fact that the calculation of the 
shareholders is simple: it is much more difficult, in the globalized economy, to 
increase profits using the market mechanism, it is much easier done at the 
expense of the state budget. Why waste capital on expensive in 
implementation and uncertain in effects innovations when it is much easier 
and cost effective to look for and employ innovative methods to avoid or at 
least considerably lower the outflow of money in the form of taxes. For 
immediate effects that bring sizable profits it is best to invest in the 
 "Legislative business" of writing statutes and/or regulations that alter, 
remove or relax tax obligations and pass these onto the politicians that 
do not understand or do not care about the consequences to make sure 
that such acts or regulations are adopted; or 
 "Tax optimization business" of acquiring the services of the "tax evasion 
specialists" who will build the necessary organizational structures or 
transaction structures, which will be absolutely bogus and fictional, but 
will  ensure that the conditions for a successful and lawful avoidance of  
taxes are in place365. 
As to the "legislative business", the willingness and readiness of  
politicians to participate in such schemes to protect  foreign discounts within 
our sizable (by the European scale) market is quite puzzling. Initially, it 
probably resulted from the policy adopted by the rulers "to hunt the 
capitalist"366. However, it is unknown why the leader of the ruling party and 
the Prime Minister, brutally eliminated from the Polish political scene the 
politician leading in popularity in the social media, who was the key initiator 
of the initiative to award the maker of Biedronka, while at the same time, 
defending the matter of the award in the public media.  With her appearance 
on  public TV in the role of the First Homemaker of the Land, and by making a 
statement " it's true - the vegetables at Biedronka are the best" the Prime 
Minister gave Biedronka a marketing gift, of real value that from a business 
                                                          
365 W. Modzelewski, "Podatkami od dawna już nie rządzą politycy lecz biznes optymalizacyjny".  
(For the longest time now taxes are not governed by the politicians, but by the optimization business). 
http://www.otoclub.pl/temat_,208,podatkami-od-dawna-nie-rzadza-politycy-lecz-biznes-
optymalizacyjny.html (14.X.2015). 
366 Designation made by the former Prime Minister J.K. Bielecki pertaining to the characteristics of 
the activities undertaken by the rulers during the period of birthing of the polish capitalism up to the 
year 1998. http://kalecki.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Kapital-Zagraniczny-w-Polsce-raport-
Fundacji-Kaleckiego.pdf 
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perspective was estimated at +7.2 million PLN. However, the political cost of 
such a occurance appears also to be quite significant. Such a proclamation can 
be interpreted as giving a blessing to other members of the public 
administration and political officials who are involved or are prone to engage 
in similar activities within the framework of the "legislative business" of 
lobbying on behalf, and for the benefit of the interests of the foreign capital 
that operates within the Polish market. The successful blocking of the 
legislative initiative to make it impossible to by-pass the tax laws and  prevent 
the flow of profits out of Poland, promised by the ruling PO party from the 
beginning, is a good example of the "legislative business".  It is widely known 
that firms such as Biedronka strive to gain and maintain good relationships 
with the rulers. It establishes and sustains an agreeable climate around the 
business, the clients and the owners. 
Where does the harmony and total agreement as to the holding of the 
safety umbrella over Biedronka comes from amongst the members of the 
governing party?  How did they manage to work together with the State Labor 
Inspection Board (PIP) to support the foreign chains which are the deadly 
enemy of the domestic firms and in particular the small Mom&Pop stores and 
food producers? 
The official propaganda line is that it is all about supporting the 
economic growth and development  of Poland, job creation, participation by 
the firm at the local level and support for local initiatives and charity, and of 
course about the promotion of international social and economic ties between 
Poland and Portugal.  
However, diligent analysis of the Polish labour market at the onset of 
the XXI century shows that the Polish economy lacks innovations and the jobs 
that Poland needs should be first and foremost within the Research and 
Development (R&D sector and it is for the R&D367 jobs that the rulers should 
be giving out the awards of merit.  Who, if not the advanced foreign capital, 
should be bringing and implementing innovative technologies, offering the 
know-how creating new, high skill based jobs and training workers to fill the 
vacancies in these modern high paid jobs? This is paramount, especially that 
considering the demographic trends, and the unemployment indicators, it is 
apparent that Poland is entering the stage when it will no longer be able to 
supply cheap, unskilled labour. At the moment, Poland is on the brink of the 
                                                          
367 The research and development sector (sector R&D) is created by the institutions and people  that 
concern themselves with enlarging the body of knowledge as well as finding new applications for the 
knowledge. The results are various innovations-in the areas of  product, process or technology that 
are key to the expedient development of the economy i.e. foreign business service centers in Poland 
or the ABSL sector which employes about 150 thousand people.  
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"worker market" (according to various sources, the unemployment rate in 
Poland had fallen below 10% and  will continue on the downward trend ).  It is 
similar to the market conditions in the years 2007-2008, (it was the beginning 
of Biedronka). Despite the fact that the market was then at a much earlier 
stage of development, it was the worker who dictated the terms and it was 
the employers who had to adhere, mainly by offering higher wages and more 
flexible terms of employment.  
It is, nevertheless, somewhat puzzling, that it falls on our "green island" 
to sustain  the  development and global development of the equally peripheral 
economy of Portugal.  Portugal has fallen into the trap of the average or the 
mid-level economic development. It is the economic system of the "under-
supplier", who is awaiting its economic chance just alike the "under study" 
who for years awaits to play the star. For many years now Portugal has sunk 
into a deep financial crisis and it is there where the profits from the increasing 
revenue in Poland is being transferred.  Maybe, it would be more appropriate 
for Portugal to award one of the Polish ministers of Foreign Affairs with their 
Portuguese order of virtue. 
Neither the mainstream media nor any other soldiers of the ruling party 
speak about the issues that have been for years brought to the forefront by 
the Association Stop the Exploitation- Biedronka, who, using the language of 
the oppressed Left-Wing parties, talks about the Portugese colonizing Poland 
and establishing labour camps for the 58 thousand workers under the 
adequate to the situation marketing phrase" How lucky that Biedronka is so 
close" which seems to imply that it is no longer about the melange of jobs and 
freedom, but about the proximity of happiness itself.  So far, however, the 
Association perceives the situation as a chain of disasters and oppression of 
the Polish workers by the foreign capitalists. Consequently, the slogan about 
the "strong ties with Poland" takes on a progressively negative political 
meaning for those who are articulating  the claims of the Biedronka Precariat. 
The Association points out that amongst the offenders  of the late payments 
of past due VAT invoices  for goods and services the retail and wholesale sector 
are the uncontested leaders (in general only 44% of VAT invoices are paid on 
time. Close to 10% of the past due invoices are paid after three months of the 
scheduled date. The self-prolongation of the payment due date is the easiest 
and the cheapest way of the self-granting of an interest free loan, which is 
then used to support on-going operations.  Interestingly, while under the rule 
of the Citizen Platform (PO), Poland was listed almost at the end of the list of 
15 European countries registered by the business morale understood as 
making timely payments of due invoices. It turns out that the last place  on the 
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list belongs to Portugal where only 17.4% of invoices are paid on time368.  
In reality, the mission declared by Biedronka, which formally contains 
all ethical standards that should be observed by a European enterprise, is a 
dormant set of various clauses in many areas. It is difficult, when assessing the 
activities  carried out by the executive management, to find evidence that 
even the most basic standards as presented in the Code of Social Corporate 
Responsibility were observed. Of course, dishonest  practices in regard to the 
workers were also occurring within other chains of this sector, but the case 
that happened within the Polish chain of Biedronka was considered by the 
labour courts as the model example of disregard for the labour code 
regulations369. Since 2003, it was  documented before the Polish courts that 
Biedronka was undoubtedly introducing a modern system of exploitation of 
workers of the XXI Century. Amongst the elements of the system were: 
breaking the law regarding the remuneration and payment of wages; breaking 
the health and safety rules; the disrespect for human dignity and for the basic 
rights of the workers and union members, and forcing the suppliers into 
bankrupcy (which according to the Association constitutes a part of the 
corporate strategy), as well as many other issues.   
Of the many pathologies that are observed within the supermarket, as 
a workplace, the most pervasive is the use of  civil-legal contracts in place of a 
mandated under the Labour Code - work contract. The worst is the work order, 
which does not provide for any of the employment benefits, no health 
coverage, no paid vacation and the time worked under such contract is not 
considered as part of retirement. This form of employment was preferable to 
employers because under this agreement the employer was not mandated to 
pay his portion of any employment benefits which made the labour cost even 
lower thus improving the profit margin.   
Biedronka officially claims that all of the above is in the past and that all 
outstanding employee claims are pure manipulation. The matter, however, is 
constantly evolving and the Association is coming forward with new claims in 
addition to the 290 million PLN already paid by Biedronka. The Association is, 
clearly hoping for political support for its  efforts to vindicate the claims from 
the new political powers after the parliamentary elections are over.  
The more intelligent defenders of the presence of the foreign market 
chains within the Polish market are posing some difficult questions regarding 
                                                          
368 Raport Bisnode D&B Polska. "Barometr płatności na świecie 2015" (The Barometer of Payments 
in the World 2015),http://www.bisnode.pl/blog/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Bisnode-Polska-
Barometr-P%C5%82atno%C5%9Bci_Ameryka.pdf. 
369 The executive management of Biedronka does not assume the responsibility for any wrongdoing 
affixing all blame onto the lower level management. P. Pratley, "The Essence  of  Business Ethics”, 
New York 1995. 
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our common future as a nation. Who, if not the foreign capital shall take on 
the role of the owner? Are we, while protecting our market under the banner 
of the repolonisation, taking on the risk of going back to the non-competitive 
and inefficient system of the PSS Społem? Will the new social class of the 
Precarians, that today is not defended by neither the United Left-Wing party, 
nor by the anti-system groups, be able to empower itself? 
Contrary, to the common perception, the situation today differs from 
where we were in 1990 and there is a chance for a real alternative. For 
example, the collective ownership, which as a concept has proven to work 
quite well in other countries and it also has some successful implementations 
in Poland, in particular within the FMCG sector (i.e. The chain Auchan). 
However, a political will and support by the rules is needed to promote the 
model of the inclusive capitalistic enterprise where employees participate as 
owners and shareholders or a cooperative, which as an economic model 
worked very well in Poland before the second world war and even after it until 
it was practically dismantled following the Solidarity revolution.  
The problem is that from the beginning of the transformation the 
politicians of all options believed in and promoted only one model (capital and 
stock) economic and ownership transformation.  Meanwhile, the innovative 
research (nb. Financed out of the EU Funds) pertaining to the economic 
effectiveness under the collective ownership model in other countries shows 
that in 2001, within the EU there were 10 million collective ownership 
enterprises (4 million in France, 2.6 Million in the UK) with the collective value 
of the shares of 232 billion Euro. The success of the collective ownership 
enterprises in the UK resulted in the fact that the government forecasted that 
by the year 2020 the value of shares of the collective ownership enterprises 
will triple. At the moment the collective ownership companies contribute to 
the 3% increase of GDP and is growing by 10% annually370. 
So what can be the foreseeable finale of the story in Poland? Judging by 
the 302 court rulings by which only the middle level management was found 
guilty of violating the Labour Code, the Ambassador RP to Portugal, who was 
directly responsible for carrying out the directive of the minister of Foreign 
affairs may as well be getting ready to return to Poland, because he does not 
have a scapegoat to pass the blame. The fact that the Ambassador makes a 
motion to honour a person based solely on the person's position in his own 
country and the person's contribution to promoting Poland in the person's 
homeland, and the fact that the Ambassador cannot and therefore, should not 
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get involved in researching how the appointee conducts his or her business in 
Poland, are irrelevant in this situation. His former superior, Sikorski - now a 
citizen - has already apologized. Poland has a new President, who, along with 
his political support are busy looking for funds that enable him to deliver on 
the promises made during the electoral campaign. 
So the issue whether in this case it was right or wrong to award the 
Order of Merit will be settled after the parliamentary elections in the late 
Autumn. The Law and Justice (PiS) party, is already moving forward. It 
promises to introduce changes in CIT, which are aimed at increasing the inflow 
of cash into the budget by about 4.1 billion PLN and is testing the reaction to 
the idea of introducing new tax for the big shopping centers. The main change 
will involve lowering taxes for small companies with revenue below 1.2 million 
PLN annually, from 19% to 15%. Also amongst the proposed changes were to 
exempt investments from  taxable income and taxing the unreported revenue 
in situations where the taxpayer did not report the income, but the income 
was discovered and assessed by the tax authority. It aims at increasing the 
influx of money to the budget and at levelling the market prospects and 
competition. Taxed would be the big stores with a floor surface over 250 
square meters and the tax rate would be 2%. The expected budget influx is 
estimated at  about 3.5 billion PLN371. 
However, the neoliberal critics say that the above presented  solutions 
and other similar undertakings usually bring undesired results such as an 
increase in prices (after all tax changes always in the end, are paid for by the 
low wage earning consumer) and strengthen the market position of the big 
players while negatively affecting  small and medium companies. Even if the 
legislative ideas of the new ruler, who are now getting ready to take over after 
the elections, are implemented (although some constitutional obstacles are 
expected) it may speed up the consolidation of the market which is already 
desired by the biggest market players. A similar situation existed in the past 
during the two years when, PiS while in power, forced the legislation regarding 
restrictions regarding construction of the big shopping centers.  The idea was 
to protect small trade. However, it backfired and instead of helping the small 
domestic business open the field to the big foreign players such as Biedronka.  
Regardless of the political situation there is a chance that by the end of the 
decade in Poland there will be only a few big chains remaining and within 
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these two discount store chains. And when the consolidation is completed, 
there will be no more reason to maintain low prices. It will be the time to 
harvest the profits, the time that is awaited by any monopolist.  
There are some other undesired scenarios such as the fear that in 
response to the war against the aggressive tax evasion by the large companies, 
the big players will successfully lobby for a blanket - all European tax legislation 
that would be imposed by the EU on countries such a Poland372.  
At the end the phenomenon of Biedronka's success may be a worthless 
endeavour. It may just turn out that the symbolic gesture of Poland awarding 
business with the Order of Merit was not a good initiative after all. However, 
the truth being said, there was nobody amongst the Polish entrepreneurs 
(within the framework of the "global policy of reciprocity") who availed 
himself of the opportunity to enter the FMCG market in Portugal; neither PSS 
“Społem" nor "Alma" or "Piotr i Paweł". 
So far, the truth is that vegetables in Poland always were and will be of 
the best quality only in such market conditions that cannot be overregulated. 
Foreign chains reluctantly pay taxes in weaker markets of the under supplier 
economies. They are eager to pass the tax increases onto the customers and 
happily drain the pockets of the wage earners and the domestic producers. The 
deregulated market and with opportunities for large scale tax evasion allows 
them to pass the cost of making profits on the other economic entities - the 
consumers, suppliers, environment, people in general and onto the state.  Today, 
in times of the ever faster globalization, the Polish worker and the Polish producer 
have the feeling of being unfairly treated by their own government, a feeling of 
being enslaved in their own country because they have no other option but to sell 
their produce to the discounts and it is the owner of the discount that sets the 
price and decides whether he will even buy the product. It is indisputable, that 
the full analysis of the "Biedronka case" is more complex. It is not only about 
the agendas of the Association or the Right-Wing parties, it is not about 
whether Polish people are enslaved and at the mercy of foreign employers. 
The true question is: Polish citizens brought this predicament on themselves, 
whether they have disempowered themselves by blindly throwing themselves 
into the arms of the aggressive neoliberal capitalism? Perhaps they did and 
therefore, maybe after the change of the political guard, they will remain 
equally enslaved at the hands of the foreign and the domestic owner?  
 
 








New provisions of the Polish Tax Law that regulate the taxation of 
foreign companies doing business in Poland, expedite the desired 
consolidation of the marketplace by these companies. Contrary to prior 
proclamations, these changes lead rather to the validation of an oligopoly of 
the most powerful foreign chains and to the liquidation of the weaker 
domestic retailers373. A similar phenomenon was observed in Poland during 
the previous period of the reign of the current Political regime. The then 
forged government law on the restriction on building of the hypermarkets 
(which was justified by the need to protect the interests of the small domestic 
retailers) did not result, as  was assumed, in the growth and expansion of the 
domestic small and medium family run businesses, but to the contrary it 
helped the Jeronimo Martins. Simply, when not permitted to build own 
hypermarkets, the company had bought out the local chain of its competitor 
and expanded it further under own new name "Biedronka". 
The new policy on the relaxation of the economic dependency on 
foreign economies and the autarky of the Polish national development and 
growth does not appear to be fully feasible as an economic solution for 
Poland.  According to the UN, in 2015 Poland  found itself, for the first time, 
as the number 20 within the ranking among all countries of the World in terms 
of the volume of foreign investments. This gave Poland the ranking as the 5th 
country within Europe. Poland ranked 3rd (for the first time leading Germany) 
in terms of the numbers of jobs created by the influx of foreign capital.  
The forthcoming years, considering the changes in the current 
government strategy, do not indicate continuation of that trend. Since the 
change of the ruling regime, a significant outflow of foreign capital from 
Poland has been noted, which as a country is still considered rather in terms 
of a high risk venture speculative market as opposed to a long-term solid 
stable investment. Consequently, to expedite economic growth, Poland would 
have to find an alternative (indigenous) source of funding which, when 
considering the expansive social policy of the current government, seems 
rather unlikely. The level of internal savings, which is somewhere between 18-
19% GDP will not be able to sustain the expenditure level required for 
economic growth which is estimated at 24-25% of GDP.  Therefore, attracting 
new foreign capital by guaranteeing a high rate of return on investment 
appears to be still the best solution in the situation of the lack of social 
acceptance of the thigh strap policy and low income jobs.  If the higher rate of 
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return on investment will not be sustained,  the capital may choose to look 
elsewhere for its profits.  
The foreign capital, including discount chains and hypermarkets, is 
reluctant to pay taxes and it generates higher profits while operating within 
the weak vendors and suppliers market. They are eager to trim prices, 
especially if these can be transmitted onto the vendor, provider or the 
employee. Within an unregulated or lightly regulated market, they are able, 
by avoiding to pay taxes, to transfer many costs onto the general society 
(ecology, natural environment etc.). With the rapidly expanding economic 
globalization Polish workers, producers or entrepreneurs cannot escape the 
feeling of being inequitably treated by its own government, but that point of 
view may not be, and usually is not, identical with the point of view of the 
national economic policy. It goes without saying that the full aspect of the inflow 
of foreign capital to Poland as presented using the Biedronka example is much 
more complex and complicated.  It relates not only to the issues of social inequity 
and injustice, but also to the long-term national policy of economic growth, and 
therefore, the social perception and feeling of inequity and injustice among the 
Polish workers may linger on, irrespective of whether in employment by domestic 
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Globalization and structural changes in Polish society are the priorities 
constituting a significant challenge for the institutional participants in the 
growth of pro-quality factors of the quality of life. Protecting the health of the 
European Union Member States is a social problem due to the general wish to 
increase the quality of life. Because of the Polish demographic situation,  
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